Carleton Student Organizations  (Economics Interest)

Carleton Consulting Club (CCC)  [https://apps.carleton.edu/stuorgs/show.php?id=433](https://apps.carleton.edu/stuorgs/show.php?id=433)

The purpose of the Organization and Types of Programming: Carleton Consulting Club aims to provide its member with information about the consulting industry, what consultants do and how to break into this competitive field. Members of Carleton Consulting Club will benefit from: • Networking opportunities to connect students with Carleton alumni in the consulting industry • Weekly meetings to practice solving business cases and to discuss business/ economic news • Mock interviews to help students gain skills and experiences for their job and internship search • Learning to improve their resumes based on resume templates specifically made for the consulting industry.

Contact: Mike Habermann (habermam), Jenny Zhang (zhangyu)

Carleton Developers Exchange (DevX)  [http://apps.carleton.edu/stuorgs/show.php?id=451](http://apps.carleton.edu/stuorgs/show.php?id=451)

Carleton Developers Exchange (DevX) is dedicated to providing a collaborative space for students interested in developing their computer science, design, or marketing skills, and using those skills to build projects together. We have three main goals: BUILD—DevX develops applications as teams using the same technologies that software and web development companies use to build products in the real world. LEARN—The members of DevX have diverse technical skillsets and interests. In addition to sharing this knowledge with each other formally and informally, the group hosts workshops to promote technical literacy in the Carleton community at large. CONNECT—The Carleton alumni network is incredibly supportive, and DevX works with alumni and other professionals in the Twin Cities and elsewhere to host talks and build career preparedness among its members.

Meetings are held in Upper Sayles, Wednesdays at 7pm.

Contact: Grace Black (blackg), Joseph Slote (slotej), Stephen Grinich (grinichs), Adam Canady (canadya), Josh Pitkofsky (pitkofskyj)

Carleton Entrepreneur and Social Entrepreneur Club (CESEC)  [http://apps.carleton.edu/stuorgs/show.php?id=442](http://apps.carleton.edu/stuorgs/show.php?id=442)

We have gathered together with a common interest in entrepreneurship. Some of us have background knowledge about the field while others have never been exposed to it. However the background, we each carry diverse knowledge that will come together to be an invaluable asset to the club and to the Carleton community. Entrepreneurship is a collective concept that requires leadership, creativity, and social awareness. We, as Carleton College’s first Entrepreneurship Club, plan to cultivate entrepreneur mindset throughout this community.

Contact: Adam Canady (canadya), Nick Baeck (baecn)


The Carleton Investment Group seeks to educate Carleton students about the world of business through weekly discussions and other learning opportunities. Topics of interest include business, entrepreneurship, the economy, investing strategies, jobs/internships, and recent news.

Meetings are Monday nights at 8pm in Leighton 301. If you are interested in business, come join us!

Contact: Freddie Stensaeth (stensaethf), Ben Nicla (niclab)